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Fold back the trapezoid-shaped parts adjacent to glue tabs 2', 3', 4', 6' 
and 7', and glue them in place.

Pop-up card (Swings) : Assembly Instructions

Mountain fold
*Make a mountain fold.

Valley fold
*Make a valley fold.

Assembly Instructions Tools and materials Caution

Glue, scissors, and other tools may 
be dangerous to young children so 
be sure to keep them out of the 
reach of young children.

Handy Hint Using a dried-up pen (no ink) and a ruler to score along the fold lines will result 
in sharper, neater folds.

Overall Process

Crease Cut Fold Glue and 
assemble

Crease

Cut

Fold along the fold lines on each part, to make creases.

Cut out each part.

*Try using a dried-up pen or other pointed object to score along the lines.

*If you begin with the larger parts and then cut the detailed areas, it will be easier to cut them without tearing the paper.

Fold
Make mountain folds and valley folds along the fold lines you creased in step    .

Glue and assemble

Scissors, set square, glue (We 
recommend stick glue), pencil, used 
ballpoint pen, toothpicks, tweezers 
(useful for handling small parts)



Glue tree A and tree B together by aligning the shapes of glue spots 5.
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Attach glue tab 7' on bear A to glue spot 7 on base B.

Attach glue tab 6' on tree A to glue spot 6 on base B.

Attach glue tab 4' on part C to glue spot 4 on tree A.

Attach glue tabs 2' and 3' on parts A and B to glue spots 2 and 3 on 
base A.

Pop-up card (Swings) : Assembly Instructions

*Make sure base A and base B are both face up.

Join base A and base B together lengthwise at glue tab 1.
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*Making sure the parts face the right way, and glue the front and back covers to the base.

Hook the loops on the swing over the tree branch.

Attach the front and back covers.

Wait for the glue to dry, open the card 90°and check that the bears pop out. 
You're done!

Front cover

Base A

Base B

Back cover

How the tree branch and swing should look

Pop-up card (Swings) : Assembly Instructions

Upper part

Lower part

Close over the base and attach glue tabs 8' on parts A and B to the 
back of the tree.

View from the side: 
partially close the card to attach.

Close over the base and attach glue tabs 9' on parts C to the back of bear A.

*If you tuck her hands behind the swing and her body in front, she will look like she's really sitting on the swing.

Glue bear B to the swing.

View from the side: 
partially close the card to attach.

Parts A, B and C should be parallel to 
base B when attached.


